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1. Angola
Moody’s upgraded Angola to B-, stable outlook from CCC+. This is the first recognition of credit
risk improvement after 2 difficult years for the country. The decision to upgrade the rating is
driven by Moodyʼs assessment that Angola’s sovereign credit profile is improving to be
consistent with peers at the B- rating level.
Stronger governance, in particular in the quality of the Country’s executive and legislative
institutions, albeit from weak levels, is reflected in various aspects of the credit profile, which
Moodyʼs expects to last.
Fiscal metrics as well as liquidity and funding risks are likely to improve. Higher oil prices
compared to last year, and a stable exchange rate, will allow the positive impact of fiscal
consolidation efforts and structural improvement in debt and public finance management to be
visible in a downward-trending debt burden. Additionally, the stability of Angola’s external
position through fluctuations in oil prices indicates somewhat more resilience than peers at the
CCC+ rating level.

2. Bangladesh
In the past 3 months Bangladesh has strengthened its external buffers despite the COVID-19
shock. International reserves are now up to USD 48Bln from USD 45Bln in Jun-21 and the
reserves are USD 39Bln in Sep-20. This is enough to cover 9 months of imports, up from
8.6months coverage in the last review. The major macroeconomic indicators (inward remittance
+34% in the past 8 months), foreign currency reserves, money supply and inflation) are in a very
satisfactory position. For the fiscal year ending Jun-21 remittance hit record USD 24.7Bln.
Although remittance has dropped off a little it is expected to above USD 20Bln for fiscal year
ending Jun-22.
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The debt burden continues to remain low. Debt/GDP is at around 40% and Fitch forecasts the
external debt service to be manageable in 2021 and 2022 at around 4% of current external
receipts.
In September Fitch reported that Bangladesh’s economy is expected to grow 6.3% in the year to
June 2022, higher than 5.5% expected earlier as it predicts an improved outlook for private
consumption. Bangladesh’s export recovery is expected to continue, benefiting from likely
diversion of garment orders from Vietnam, as the virus outbreak suspended many factory
operations in the Southeast Asian nation. Improvement in growth outlook will be partially offset
by weaker prospects for gross fixed capital formation as some Belt and Road projects stall on
China’s fund withdrawals.
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3. Pakistan
Pakistan capitalized well on the global supply chain disruptions, notably, finished textile goods because the leading competitors in the field
(India and Bangladesh) could not meet the demand due to an acute Covid situation. Pakistan successfully cashed in on this opportunity. Its
exports recorded an impressive growth YTD, driven by the textiles, with over 30% growth.
Tensions with neighboring countries India and Afghanistan are a concern but the recent events in the region that saw the USD army leaving the
Afghanistan and the Taliban taking over the country, had only marginally affected the credit investors’ appetite for Pakistan sovereign bonds,
whose prices remained broadly stable across all the maturities.
In August S&P affirmed Pakistan rating at B-, stable outlook. The stable outlook reflects the expectation that donor and partner financing will
ensure that Pakistan is able to meet its external obligations over the next 12 months, and that external, fiscal, and economic metrics will not
deteriorate materially beyond our current projections.

4. Turkey
In September, the Turkish central bank unexpectedly cut its benchmark rate from 19% to 18%, causing further volatility in the currency amid high
inflation and reflecting the long shadow cast by President Erdogan over monetary policy. Fitch commented as follows: “The Central Bank of
Turkey’s 100bp rate cut and change in policy guidance will increase the challenge of bringing inflation under control and highlights the weak
credibility of monetary policy”. The rate cut triggered a further depreciation of the TRY which is now trading at 8.8x against the USD, and a
deterioration of the credit risk as evidenced by the price of the 5yr Sovereign CDS now trading at 435bps pa, comparing to 380bps pa before the
rate cut.
Several Turkish banks are expected to come to the market for the refinancing of USD/EUR syndicated loans and the appetite of loan investors will
be tested. Fitch commented that although the rate cut is a negative event, Turkish top tier banks have sufficient short-term foreign-currency
liquidity to service FC debt in the event of a brief market closure.
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